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Abstract

Computer algebra is a good testbed for the study of reuse, and reusable libraries and frame-

works should provide the tools to research software architectures for computer algebra systems.

Computer algebraists demand correctness, reliability, robustness, and e�ciency while insisting

on ease of adaptability of the software. However, they do have a strong background in for-

malisms. The aim of our work is to construct reliable, reusable libraries and frameworks in

C++ to support the development of experimental prototypes of next-generation computer alge-

bra systems which will incorporate high-level object-oriented languages, databases, deduction,

and planning. There is a particular emphasis on the use of formal methods for speci�cation and

veri�cation.

Keywords: Reuse, formal methods, library, framework, computer algebra

Workshop Goals: Learning; networking;

Working Groups: reuse and formal methods, reuse and OO methods, reusable component

certi�cation, design guidelines for reuse | C++
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1 Background

The position outlined here derives from a very real need for reliable, reusable and e�cient software

components in order to perform research into software architectures for the next-generation of

computer algebra systems. Such systems will integrate features from database and knowledge base

systems, theorem provers, planners, and scienti�c visualisation with features from existing computer

algebra systems, such as extremely complex algebraic algorithms. Most likely the user language of

the next-generation systems will combine the paradigms of functional, logic, object-oriented, and

set-based languages. Such a system would provide e�ective reuse of domain knowledge to novices

and experts alike, where the domain is some subset of mathematics such as algebra, combinatorics,

or group theory.

Cayley/Magma is one computer algebra system developing in that direction. It is being developed

at the University of Sydney under the leadership of John Cannon. The Cayley project [1] began in

1975. It was implemented in Fortran, and concentrated on computational group theory. In 1987 it

was converted to C almost fully automatically. Development has continued in C. The Cayley team

has | and has had from the very beginning | a strong emphasis on design and implementation with

reuse and for reuse, because of the very limited manpower. Since 1974, as part of this team, I have

worked on all aspects of software for algebraic algorithms: conceptualisation, proof of correctness,

complexity analysis, data structures, design and implementation, performance measurement and

tuning. My software is the most heavily used part of the Cayley system. One suite of routines [2],

for backtrack searches, written in 1978, would now be called a framework. In 1986 John Cannon

and I started work on Cayley, version 4 [3], an ambitious step towards a fully integrated next-

generation system for discrete algebraic and combinatorial computation. I focussed on the design

of the user language, and on the knowledge base facilities. My student, Sridhar Iyer, and I built

the �rst deductive database of groups [4, 5], and a prototype knowledge base of groups [6, 7], both

using NU-Prolog. NU-Prolog provides a foreign-function interface to our C routines which perform

the required algebraic computations for the knowledge base. The impedance mismatch between

mathematical objects, external databases, and Prolog is a major issue.

These experiences convinced me that a more exible environment, using a single language, C++,

is needed to research the issues of software architectures and their integration for computer algebra

systems. Also, there is a great need from researchers in algebraic algorithms for a software library.

Since moving to Concordia University at the end of 1991, my research has focussed on C++ libraries

and frameworks, issues of reuse, and issues of reliability (which includes correctness).

2 Position

My position can be summarised by the following three points.

(1) Software Engineering researchers need very close links with real-world software practitioners

and applications; in our case with builders of computer algebra systems.

(2) Evaluation of reusable libraries and frameworks needs attempts at actual reuse of them; in our

case by builders of computer algebra systems, and developers of algebraic algorithms.

(3) Our principal obstacles to reuse are understanding, trust, and e�ciency.

We address understanding through a combination of documentation, formal speci�cation, and
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proofs of correctness (at various levels of formality).

We address trust through a combination of the above, together with suites of test cases, and a

history of e�ective reuse.

We address e�ciency through the use of specialised algorithms, hybrid algorithms, and layered

multi-lingual implementations (which allows the use of C and machine code).

While there is a consensus amongst the reuse community over understanding and trust being

obstacles to reuse, e�ciency is rarely stressed. Our reusers insist on it, as their scienti�c applications

may be at the frontier of what can be achieved with available computer resources.

The research plan we follow is to:

� Identify existing algorithms, data structures, components, and tools used in language transla-

tors, databases, and computer algebra systems (e.g. NU-Prolog, Cayley, ISOM, and Algeb).

In particular, review existing libraries such as Leda, COOL, Interviews, NIHCL, mat++,

newmat.

� Select those to reverse engineer (into C++) based on the interests of current students, related

projects, and prototypes under development.

� Insist upon high quality documentation, formal speci�cation, extensive reasoning about cor-

rectness, and extensive test suites for the components developed for the libraries.

� Identify e�ciency bottlenecks using performance benchmarks and seamlessly eliminate them

through use of hybrid algorithms, algorithms for special cases, and the use of C and machine

language routines for critical operations (as done in the bignum library [8]).

� Assimilate libraries written in very high level languages (VHLL) (such as Algeb, Cayley)

by constructing translators into C++ and provide the necessary run-time support. The

translation must allow the reuse of existing library components for operations or procedures

written in the VHLL.

� Preferably have the components in use as part of a related project being carried out concur-

rently with the development of the library components.

Reusability is validated and evaluated by developing small demonstration prototypes of applications.

For example, current work is concentrating on

Framework for deductive databases A framework for Datalog is being implemented in C++.

It incorporates several mechanisms for multi-dimensional database retrieval. Furthermore, a

formal speci�cation in Z of a relational database and a deductive database is underway. The

demonstration prototype will be to implement the TwoGroups database in C++ using the

framework.

Framework for Backtrack Searches It is planned to reverse engineer the existing framework(s)

into C++. The demonstration prototype will be to implement the ISOM package for combi-

natorial enumeration in C++ using the framework.

Translator for Algeb The translator from Algeb to C++ is being implemented in C++. Library

components for arithmetic with arbitrary precision integers, reals, p-adic numbers, vectors,

matrices, and polynomials are being implemented in C++. We plan to use Larch/C++
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to specify the library components. The demonstration prototype will be to (automatically)

translate the Algeb implementation of the LLL algorithm into a highly e�cient version coded

in C++ (and possibly C and machine code).

3 Comparison

The only comparable computer algebra system to Cayley/Magma is Axiom. Axiom has a sophisti-

cated type system, and good visualisation tools. However, being more concerned with continuous

mathematics, it does not include database and knowledge base facilities.

There has been several frameworks developed [9], the best known being Smalltalk's MVC framework

and the Choices framework for operating systems. Don Batory at University of Texas at Austin has

developed a framework for traditional database systems [10], and is in the process of extending it

to object-oriented database systems. His approach views a database as a composition of functional

layers (or realms), and the framework as the realms, their type constraints as functions, and the

alternative implementations. This is di�erent from the usual view of a framework as a collection of

cooperating abstract classes (and concrete subclasses). There has been no work on object-oriented

frameworks for deductive databases, for Prolog, for knowledge bases, or for computer algebra

systems.

There are several well documented libraries. Some, such as BigNum [8] and Leda [11], go as far

as providing pre- and post conditions as part of the interface documentation. To our knowledge,

only the work of Musser and Stepanov [12, 13] reasons carefully about the correctness of the

library. Work on local certi�ability [14] and language constructs which support formal reasoning

about reusable components [15] by Weide and his colleagues also treat correctness issues, but more

generally.

Much more work is required on documenting, specifying, and reasoning about frameworks, thus

extending [16, 17, 18].
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